CRS: Regarding the covers of the novels, those published by Kensington Fiction present an eye and either an object or a hand in its forefront. Those by Penguin show birds, the skeleton of a tree and leaves as well as a combination of different colours (white and blue, blue and black and black and red). Other covers of your novels translated into other languages, such as Hades published in Spanish by Pàmies or in German by Suhrkamp, show a man flanked by a boy and a girl on top of a mountain of rubbish looking ahead, with their backs to the readers, and pose them a question. Do you have a say in the selection of the covers? Are they chosen according to the marketing knowledge about readers in specific countries or continents? Do they depend on the marketing in specific countries or continents even?
CF: This one we are going for we were going on a trend, I suppose. Different countries do different things, I suppose. The German one was originally the Australian cover. This is the Japanese cover and it's a bridge, the Harbour Bridge. They also changed the title and it has Hades on it but in here there is a Japanese word for reunion, coming back together. So it's interesting, all the different covers. Sometimes they asked me what I think and sometimes they don't. When they did the American cover of Hades, I basically said to them: 'I hate that', and they said: 'Oh, we don't care'. I hated the American cover because it didn´t make sense. All it had to me was a Middle Eastern girl face, a piece of barbed wire and a little butterfly, I you see that she does progress across the three books. She doesn't long to be that, she's just being that, she is definitely trying to change. You can see her doing things like going over to Frank's apartment and painting his apartment for him. That was an interesting gesture because in one way it's arrogant to say: 'You should do it yellow. I'll just do it. I´ll do this half yellow' and you can see that he wanted it blue. But in another way she's trying to say: 'I am helping you and trying to make you happy.' So it is a confused gesture, really to get it right. That's where I was going to with the character.
I wish now I hadn't made her so good-looking because I think that if the character is athletic and stunningly good-looking and really super intelligent, she´s obviously got a lot of money and she's very talented, it starts to get unreal. So in Never Never, Harriet is really tough and she's got this vulnerable background but I made sure that she's not very glamorous, she is short, she's got short hair, she's a bit daggy in her clothes and everything. I think Eden looks a bit too perfect. I´ve tried to scar her up a little bit, she´s got scars and things now.
CRS: Indeed, she does have many, especially after the second novel … Regarding the character of Frank Bennett, he follows the stereotype of the hard-boiled detective (he feels lonely and a failure, turns to alcohol to forget his traumas, and cannot have long-lasting relationships with women), but he is not a brute. When creating your characters, are you influenced by other authors or detectives? that was my starting point for Frank. I didn't put so much effort into Frank because he was just the lens through which to view everything else, so I didn't want to work too hard to try to understand him. I thought I would use something familiar for people, that they would be able to relax into that voice. It's hard when you have to put romance in it. Like with the James Patterson´s books, you have to have some kind of love interest, so I've got this female character, Harry, but in every single book she has to, at least, flirt with somebody or have some kind of love interest happening. I don't know how to write about that stuff really. I had one friend say back to me: 'If Frank and Eden ever get together, I'll never read your books ever again.' I'll make a note of that. I certainly wouldn't put Frank and Eden together, they would not, it would not be right.
CRS:
What is your opinion on alternative families and the genre of crime fiction? In Hades, for example, he becomes the father of those kids, Eric and Eden, so that´s a way of an alternative family, because, definitely, he does not adopt them, he thought they were dead but he took care of them. Do you think the genre of crime fiction is a good one to explore these other ways of existing and of living and how it happens? CF: That's interesting. You know, my mother has four of us and I'm the youngest of her children. Then, she adopted two more and then she fostered kids all the way through my childhood. She would have four or five or six more, sometimes, at a time. So it was a weird way to grow up but it was good, it was character building and that sort of thing. You know, I´m sure I would have also enjoyed a more normal childhood. Just this thing that it has been built in me having a weird family like that has made me stronger and I´ve used alternative families to make my characters stronger, so Eden and Eric have lost their parents and they have got this sort of foul spirit in them.
I think it's hard to have a character that you really respect when their parents are around because you've got the hero and they are strong and you admire them, and then if CF: A lot of people were really disturbed by the dog fight. I didn´t think people would be so disturbed by that. Surely if you can get through Hades, and all the kids having their body parts chopped out, surely people will be OK reading the dog fight, but lots of people told me they couldn´t read the dog fight.
CRS: I read it, but I had to take a 30-minute break before I could continue reading. I thought it was so cruel of that man to throw Hades to the dogs! Such a level of cruelty blew my mind … It was difficult to continue reading after that. The way you described the whole situation was so visual and real … CF: That´s the perfect example of the psychopath, because he doesn´t think about whether the boy will live or die, just that it will be fun. Psychopaths are very impulsive and they think about what will amuse them at that time, they do not think about what´s going to happen tomorrow. In the end they just think this will be funny. I find the figure of the psychopath so interesting, just how they can live like that. It´s so interesting. them sometimes what they think is going to happen next and who they think the killer is and, if they guess it, then I have to change it, so they would not be able to guess. But I do not keep a specific reader in mind. I do not want to write to them, I want to write to me, I want it to be interesting to me, because I´m the one who has to plan and go through it so I do not want to bore myself.
CRS: Could these novels be set somewhere else or could they just happen in Sydney? CF: Actually, when I sold the TV rights to Hades, I sold them to a woman. She´s had them for a couple of years and has done nothing with them. When I met her for the first time, she said she thought it would go well in an Asian market, in an Asian city. I said: 'What?' Maybe, the city harbour instead of being the Sydney harbour could be of Tokyo, in the ocean, and Hades could be an old yakuza boss who retired and the cast could be all Japanese. Literally it is possible, but I think that Hades, Eden and Eric are global characters and they could be any race, really. But Frank is so Australian, he would have to change the most because he is so knock-about Aussie, he is an Aussie bloke, in my mind anyway. I think there are a lot of things he would have to change in the way he sees and the way he attracts women. I think the rest can be translated into other countries. As long as it is dark and noir, I think you can apply noir to all the different races and countries, and that would be fine. I would not be sad it if went to another country as long as there was quality. CF: Videogames, that would be weird! I´d love to see it on the screen: I think it would be amazing. I thought about different actors I would like to play different people, but I don´t have lot of faith that it will happen because it´s so difficult to get things made in the TV. There´s not a lot of funding around, particularly, in Australia. I sold the rights to Hades and Eden to a woman who hasn´t done anything with them. I sold the rights to Crimson Lake, my next one, only after 50,000 words, which is amazing because I said to the people: 'You do not even know how it ends', and they said: 'Ah, we don´t care. We just want it before anyone else gets it.' So they have hired a writer and they are pitching the TV series to the ABC. I never hear anything happening so I do not think much about it because I do not want to get disappointed if it never happens in the end. CRS: In Australia, there are many writers' festivals, where authors and readers exchange ideas, opinions and feedback. Do they provide you with food for thought for your writing? CF: Not for my writing practice so much, but the good thing about writers´ festivals is that I meet other writers, because this is such a lonely job. I do not have any colleagues. My husband gets back home and I´m whinging about my job, he doesn´t really understand because he´s not a writer and I cannot whinge online because you cannot say: 'Oh, I went to
